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RBS Celebrates Fall Graduation
others completely wrong. Much like
graduating undergrad, after my financial
mishap, I convinced myself that this goal
was too far fetched, but I’ve yet again
beat the odds.

F

ive years later, and I’m more than
happy to announce my graduation
from the University of Illinois Chicago!
It’s crazy to think that I often felt ashamed
that I was graduating so late, or “not on
time”, but honestly when IS the right
time to graduate college or accomplish
any goals? The important thing is that
you finish! This five year journey has not
be an easy one. At 15 years-old when my
mother passed suddenly, I was lost; being
the first in my family to attend college,
I aimlessly chose to attend a school that
cost more than my loans and financial
aid could aﬀord. This left me with a bill
of over $10,000, and more than I could
aﬀord to pay. However through 2-3
part-time jobs in addition to attending
Harold Washington College fulltime,
I made the honors list two consecutive
semesters, graduated with honors, and
most importantly paid my bill oﬀ!
Two years later, and I still can’t believe
I did it! I saw a challenge that I believed
was impossible, and proved myself and

Becoming a Bardwell Scholar has assisted
me with achieving my goals in ways
I could have never imagined; goals of
breaking generational curses and being
the first in my family to graduate college
and seeking financial freedom.
Since
graduating
from
Harold
Washington College, I have had an
amazing opportunity to intern for the
Goodman Theatre as a marketing intern,
and I also served as a the Marketing
Director for Student Activity on campus. In
Addition, I traveled to London and Paris.
On December 14th, 2019 I will receive my
Bachelors of Science in Marketing. I am
so thankful to all who have helped me
achieve this goal. I want to especially
thank the Roger Bardwell Scholarship
Foundation as well as Hedy for constantly
setting me straight when I tried to over
work myself. Although my journey
beyond college isn’t clear at this moment,
I’m confident and well prepared for the
road ahead. I thank you all so much!
Ayahna Wilbon
AA HWC 2017
BA UIC 2019
Bardwell Scholar
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Mahj-a-Thon

I

t was a beautiful summer day when I got
an e-mail from Hedy requesting volunteers
for the upcoming Mahjong Game fundraiser
hosted at Ten Thousand Villages located in
Evanston, IL. Ten Thousand Villages is a Fair
Trade shopping center selling various goods
from Africa, Guatemala, and other countries.
This store has a dedicated mission of supporting
developing countries.
The day was warm, and as I arrived, I assisted
in setting up the tables and goodie bags for the
Mahjong game attendees. What is Mahjong,
you ask? It’s a game originally from China, a
four-player game using tiles similar to the shape
of dominos. The goal of the game is to have a
winning hand! As I started to arrange donated
snacks and foods, guests began coming in. I felt
fortunate to be a part of this event and to see
Hedy do such a fantastic job with organizing
and executing a unique fundraiser.
Overall, I appreciated the conversations of
not only folks participating in the Mahjong
game fundraiser but meeting other Bardwell
Scholars. As a recent recipient of the Bardwell
Scholarship, I have had the pleasure of
attending a few events. This one, was, by
far. the coolest because of how connected
each element was to the mission of Bardwell
Scholars — sustaining and supporting folks
who are in need.
Megan Galarza
Bardwell Scholar
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RBS Megan Galarza,
Leanne Larrey and Sonia Cohen

Lynn Denton, Toby Kriss,
Reva Steinberg and Mindy Ferber

Bonnie Roter, Honey Gobel and
Gail Brenner

Sonia Cohen, Ardis Mistak,
Ronna Baron and Leanne Larrey

Laurie Andrews, Rosemary Tate,
Sharri Mack-Flores and
Sharon Basoﬁn

Thank you to Contributors
Bardwell Scholars is both proud and humbled that, with your help, we are a 100% donor
funded organization. Much gratitude is extended to the individuals listed below for their
ongoing support. In addition, we thank those who read our newsletters, visit our website,
“friend” us on FB, attend our functions, or talk to others about the work we are doing. In a
world where many people are doing important work, we thank all of you for choosing to
support RBS. As each contribution is of value, we list them alphabetically and equally.
We acknowledge and thank these individuals who have contributed financially to RBS,
November 2018 - November 2019.
Mary Jo Barrett/
Dennis O’Keefe
Scott Bates/Julie Bowman
Robin/Peter Baugher
George Bickford
Wendell Blair
Sue Burzawa
Margarita Chavez
Leonetta Clark
Meredith/David Cohen
Jerry Cohen
Mary Eimers
Shari Enfield
Liz Feldman
Frank/Kay Fennell
Mindy Ferber/Larry Marks
Bonnie Fields
Anthony Foster
Allan Freiman
Saruul Ganbaatar
Sue Ginsburg
Ellen Goldberg/Dan Harper
Eileen Halperin
Betty Harris
Margaret Harris
John/Carol Henes
Paul Hiller

Morris/Laurie Horning
Martha Jantho
Nancy Jenkins
Jamie/Kayla Johnson
Sunday Joseph
Jackie Kimel
Lynn Lapka
Leanne Larrey
Jill Lending
Rena Lovell
Jane Lupton
Margie Martyn
Debbie Miles
Charles McSweeney
Michelle Melnick
Chuck/Sylvia Meyers
Jo Mortland
Roy/Sue Muir
Esther Nitzarim
Rachel Nitzarim
Tamila Pashaee
Johnny Phan
Dianna Ploof
Robin Raymond
Tom Rebori
Diane Richardson
Linda Richardson

Marsha Richman
Yunuen Rodriguez
Bonnie Roter
Karen Sandler
Charlotte/Winston Schwartz
Julie Silverman
Elaine/Lawrence Shefsky
Jay Shefsky
Caroline Shoenberger
Linda Sidell
Margo Stern
Dave Studemond/
Joan Habinek
Shelley/Ric Sutherland
Nancy Tan
John Thissen
Barb/Eric Udren
Clair Vatz
Shirleen Ward
Solveig Ward
Karen Weine
Edward Wilkerson Jr.
Jamie Winkler
Ann Yoshida
Ellen Zemel
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Roger Bardwell Sch
Scholarship
holarship Fundraiser
T

he annual Books+Wine+RBS fundraiser is a time for
supporters to come together, make donations, and
celebrate the students who benefit from the scholarship.
Held in August, at Bookends and Beginnings, attendees
were given the opportunity to browse and purchase
books during the fundraiser. Donations fund tangible
items like tuition and books and classroom materials,
but they are really investments in our future. What
does RBS stand for, and why is it important? RBS:
Roger Bardwell Scholarships - assists non-traditional
students (under resourced, undocumented, don’t
qualify for financial aid.) Scholars are a diverse group
hailing from diﬀerent backgrounds, countries, and
cultures and pursuing various academic subjects.
At the door, attendees donated at least $30 ($20 for
students,) but many people generously donated more.
Each of our guests were oﬀered a raﬄe ticket that was
included with their monetary contributions.

Pauleth Jaurgui, on vocals, Miku Sakizawa
Sakizzawa on
violin, Jason Nelson on keyboard, and musical
director Asim Allakim on vocals.
vocalss.

Prize winners Gary Shovers and
Steven Sidell

Bonnie Dohongue and
RBS Tondalaya Smith

Throughout the evening our guests enjoyed appetizers,
pizza, desserts, and an open bar. All volunteers for
the evening were by RBS members. The evening was
fabulous live music with, Pauleth Jaurgui, on vocals,
Miku Sakizawa on violin, Jason Nelson on keyboard,
and musical director Asim Allakim on vocals.
This evening was a great way for our RBS scholars
to thank our contributors in person for all of their
support.

Kim McDannel, Jill Lending and
Joe Hislop

RBS Hailey Stout and Allison Scott

Tom Rebori, Kim McDannel and Ken

Hailey Stout
Bardwell Scholar

RBS Jacky Sanchez, Alba Orizaba and
Tonja Girten
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Guests appreciating the great musi
musicc

RBS Tonja Girten and Hafsi Yakubu

Anna Lynn Cristoﬀ, Nancy Tan and
Dan McGibney
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Roger Bardwell Scholarship Fundraiser

Debbie Miles, Ellen Goldberg and
Margarita Chavez

Shelley Sutherland and Linda Herried

Stephanie Mathless, Hedy Cohen
and Carol Henes

RBS Asim Allakim, George Bickford and
Tonja Girten
In Remembrance
One of the beneﬁts of a small, donorfunded non-proﬁt is knowing our
contributors personally. Bardwell Scholars
has been privileged to have many longterm donors, people who believe in what
we do and enable us to continue this
important work year after year.

Foxy and his daughter, Susan Sidell ,
at one of his favorite places, Wrigley Field.
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We recently received a donation in
memory of one of our biggest supporters,
Irwin “Foxy” Williger. It is with much
sentimentality that we remember Foxy
and his many years of support.

She is Flying Without Wings

I

hope you all are doing well and
continuing to take hands up not
a hand out. I have some updates
to write about.
This May, I graduated with
a Masters of Internationall
Education Policy Analysiss
from Stanford Graduatee
School of Education with a
GPA of 3.9, top of my class.
My Master’s Thesis was on the
project that the Prime Minister
of Japan asked my advisor to
work on. He wanted to know
the reason for the gender gap
in mathematics majors in
Japanese Universities and the
labor market.
We studied K-12 Japanese
students’ math performancee
in TIMSS International Testt
from 1999-2015 to learn if the
gender gap stems from school.
It was interesting to see thatt
the gender gap exists in
Japanese student’s math
performance but it is in
n
favor of girls.

without thinking about how you are going to
receive back. You enabled a woman who came
from nothing to go to the best universities in
the world. In return, I inspire others to follow
their personal dreams. 75K people (93% Iranian
woman) are following me in my Instagram
private page. Thousands are women in Iran see
the world diﬀerently now. They are now aware
of their capabilities. You enabled me to be one
of the most inspiring women of New York and
to be able to inspire women in the U.S. to make
a total change in their lives.
I know with help like this, it takes time to see if
it worked out. You made a diﬀerence in me, in
one of my letters to you I wrote about a woman
who had a dream of flying but he didn’t have
any wings. She is flying now; people think she
is flying without wings because they can’t see
the beautiful wings that you provided for her.
THANK YOU
Tamila Pashaee
AA HWC 2015
BA Columbia University 2017
MA Stanford
University
f
y 2018
Bardwell Scholar

Then we studied the relationship between
Japanese students’ performance and the number
of books at home. We found that the number of
hard copy books at home is one of the significant
indicators of students’ math performance. We
concluded that Japanese parents’ education,
income, home resources, and schools where the
students go are not as significant as the number
of parents’ bookshelves at home. This project is
under review to be published.
I am currently studying for my second
Master’s in Public Policy Analysis at Stanford
University. The next year, I will start my Ph.D.
in Mathematics Education. All of my expenses
are covered by Iranian Scholarship Foundation
(ISF); I feel so fortunate.
To you, Bardwell Scholarship supporters, you
taught me how to impact the world by giving
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Please visit the new Ten Thousand
Villages store
915 Chicago Ave., Evanston, IL 60202
(Scene of the new Bardwell Event, the
Mahj-a-Thon! See page 2 for details.)

Volunteers Anne Laurence
and Bonnie Boehm,
Assistant Manager
Cheryl Nester-Detweiler

Manager Joseph Meyer with
Jessy, the dog

Contributions, which are deductible to the extent the law allows, are always appreciated and enable
us to continue this important work. Please ask your employer if they oﬀer matching funds or corporate
contributions to nonproﬁt organizations.
(The Roger W. Bardwell Scholarship Fund is a registered 501(C)3 tax exempt organization)

Contributions to the Roger W. Bardwell Scholarship Fund may be made by check and sent to:

Bardwell Scholarship NFP
1326 Monroe
Evanston, IL 60202
or
donate on our website through Pay Pal
For further information, or if you know someone who might be a candidate for a
Bardwell Scholarship, please contact Hedy Cohen:
Roger W. Bardwell Scholarship Fund, Harold Washington College
30 E. Lake St., Room 1155 Chicago, IL 60601 (312) 553-3049

www.rogerbardwellscholarship.org

Roger W. Bardwell Scholarship Fund
Harold Washington College
30 E. Lake St. , Room 1155
Chicago, IL 60601
(312) 553-3049
www.rogerbardwellscholarship.org
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